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МОНИТОРИ И ТЕЛЕВИЗОРИ > МОНИТОРИ

APPLE Pro Display XDR 32inch - Standard glass (P)

Модел : 3845683
APPLE Pro Display XDR 32inch - Standard glass (P)
APPLE Pro Display XDR 32inch - Standard glass (P)
 В В 
ManufacturerAPPLE
Manufacturer Part NoMWPE2Z/A
В 

Marketing Description
The contrast your eyes see between brightness and
darkness is very challenging to reproduce in a display,
leading to the development of High Dynamic Range (HDR).
With breakthrough backlighting technology, Pro Display XDR
takes brightness, contrast, and color to the high level. Far
beyond HDR, it's Extreme Dynamic Range (XDR).
Product Features
пїЅ  Show your truest colorsPro Display XDR always gives
you the truest representation of your work. A P3 wide color
gamut provides a color palette capable of creating the most
vibrant imagery. With true 10-bit color, Pro Display XDR can
produce more than a billion colors with extreme
accuracy.пїЅ  Superwide viewing angleWhen multiple
people review work together on a single screen, it's critical
that everyone sees the same thing. While most pro desktop
displays claim a wide viewing angle, in reality, color and
image quality become distorted when seen off-axis.пїЅ 
Retina 6KHigher resolution means more than just a
better-quality image. With a Retina 6K display, Pro Display
XDR gives you nearly 40 percent more screen real estate
than a 5K display. While most displays max out at around
150 pixels per inch (ppi), the Retina display has 218 ppi,
providing astoundingly sharp and detailed imagery. It's a
massive creative canvas that easily fits 4K content, your
tools, and much more all in one screen.пїЅ  Reference
modesIt's easy to adjust Pro Display XDR to match the
requirements of HDR, HD, SD video, digital cinema, and
broader uses such as photography, web development,
design, and print. Just select a mode, and the display
reconfigures itself to match a specified color space, white
point, gamma, and brightness. And coming soon, you'll have
the ability to create custom reference modes.пїЅ  True
ToneThe lighting around you can affect the way you see
onscreen colors. True Tone on Pro Display XDR uses a
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breakthrough dual ambient light sensor design - with a
sensor on the front and another on the back - to better gage
your overall lighting environment. This facilitates more exact
adjustments to the color and intensity of your display, so you
can have accurate viewing in all lighting conditions.пїЅ 
Expertly calibratedPro Display XDR is optimized to more
than meet the standards of creative professionals. Each of
the display's 576 LEDs is also individually calibrated and has
its light profile stored.пїЅ  A beautiful picture is only part of
the storyPro Display XDR is stunning every way you look at
it. Its screen stretches edge to edge with just a 9 mm border,
so your work takes center stage. The aluminum enclosure is
just an inch thick and features an innovative lattice pattern
that reduces weight and increases airflow.пїЅ  More air than
metalThe lattice pattern machined into the aluminum has
many advantages. It more than doubles the surface area
exposed to air, facilitating additional airflow and acting as a
heat sink. This allows for fast and quiet cooling, enabling Pro
Display XDR to sustain an extreme level of brightness
indefinitely. Inlet and exhaust vents work through this pattern
to draw in cool air and eject hot air away from the system,
limiting the potential for hot air to be reingested.
General
Display TypeLED-backlit LCD monitor / TFT active matrix
Diagonal Size32"
Panel TypeIPS
Aspect Ratio16:9
Native Resolution6016 x 3384 at 60 Hz
Pixel Per Inch218
Brightness1600 cd/mВІ
Contrast Ratio1000000:1
Colour Support1.074 billion colours (10-bit)
Horizontal Viewing Angle178
Vertical Viewing Angle178
Screen CoatingAnti-glare
Backlight TechnologyLED backlight
FeaturesAluminum enclosure, BFR/PVC-free, Mercury free,
beryllium free, arsenic free, Retina display, fully laminated
display, True Tone display, 10-bit Colour Depth, P3 Wide
Color Gamut, Extreme Dynamic Range (XDR), dual ambient
light sensor
Dimensions (WxDxH)71.8 cm x 2.7 cm x 41.2 cm - without
stand
Weight7.48 kg
Connectivity
InterfacesThunderbolt 3 / USB-C (power up to 95W) 3 x
USB-C
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Miscellaneous
Included AccessoriesCleaning cloth
Cables Included1 x Thunderbolt 3 cable - 2 m
Power
Input VoltageAC 120/230 V (50 - 60 Hz)
Environmental Standards
ENERGY STAR CertifiedYes
Manufacturer Warranty
Service & SupportLimited warranty - 1 year Technical
support - phone consulting - 90 days
Environmental Parameters
Min Operating Temperature10 В°C
Max Operating Temperature35 В°C
Humidity Range Operating5 - 95% (non-condensing)
Compatibility Information
Designed ForApple iMac (Early 2019) Apple Mac Pro (Late
2019) Apple MacBook Air with Retina display (Early 2020)
Apple MacBook Pro (Late 2019, Mid 2018, Mid 2019)

Technical data provided by third party. We assume no
liability for errors within these data.




Цена : 0.00лв с ДДС

Наличност: Този продукт е бил добавен в нашия каталог на  Fri 28 January, 2022
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